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OHIO was a collaboration which engaged
numerous people from many areas . . . the
gallery and gallery staffs, the drama
department (acting, set construction,
lighting, costumes), dance department,
video crews from the media center, and a
tremendous group of student volunteers
from the art department. OHIO was a large
undertaking . . . developed, researched,
constructed, written, recorded, exhibited,
and performed . . . in a very short period of
time. It could not have been done without
the almost-around-the-clock help of many
people. I sincerely thank everyone who
worked so hard and generously on the
piece . . . all of whom are credited by name
elsewhere in this catalog.
And special thanks to Barry Rosenberg,
who instigated it all by inviting me to
Dayton . . . and to Stuart Delk, who
supervised the installation (both of whom
actually managed to put up with me almost
as well as they put up the piece).
I also owe a debt of gratitude to two old and
close friends of mine: Dave Hickey, who
triggered my initial ideas for 'the story',
wrote the catalog essay, and came to
Dayton and showed me, as always, things I
had not seen . . . and Stephen Antonakos,
who understood what to do with the space,
i.e., that opening (better known as The
Hole') in the middle of the second floor.
Special acknowledgement also to Hank
Williams, The Drifting Cowboy, a short
pictorial biography by Jerry Rivers, the fiddle
player in Hank Williams' band.
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Notes on
Terry Allen's "Ohio"
A Garden of Icons
A Theatre in the
Ground
By Dave Hickey

/.
Disclaimer
Let me announce at the outset that I have
no intention of explicating or interpreting
Terry Allen's "OHIO." In fact, I would hope
that the following observations and
speculations might suggest why I consider
such activities not only redundant, but futile.
And why I feel that the most persuasive
evidence of "OHIO'S" power and integrity is
the fact that "you had to be there."

//.
An Anecdote
In the late spring of this year, a substantial
cross-section of Terry Allen's friends and
associates (myself included) received one of
those pre-emptory and enigmatic calls they
are accustomed to receiving from him on
various occasions. Unlike Allen's more
casual communications, these calls
invariably get right to the point:
"Hello?"
"Hi, Dave. Whaddaya know about Ohio?"
This was a query to which I could respond
exhaustively without placing much of a
burden on the Allen family's long distance
bill, and I told him so. He said he
understood, but, really, anything would help.
So far all he had was Woody Hayes and
that Randy Newman song about the rivers
catching on fire, and he was on his way to
do a gig there next week. In that case, I told
him, be careful. Hank Williams had died on
his way to do a gig there, back in 1953. He
was supposed to play a New Year's Eve
show in Canton, but the Drifting Cowboy
had showed up DOA on the backseat of his
powder-blue Caddy.
"Thanks, Dave," Allen said (heavy irony
here), "I'm gonna to play a gig in Canton,
too."

After this, however, he seemed to brighten
considerably, which didn't surprise me.
Morbid coincidence nearly always cheers
him up. Bad news, I think, tends to confirm
his world view.
I should note at this point, lest I appear to
be taking credit for "inspiring the artist," that
I went on to supply him with quite a few
other perfectly splendid tid-bits of Ohioiana
of which he took no cognizance
whatsoever—including the Dayton roots of
the "McCoys" and that quintessential teen
angel and guitar hero, Ricky Derringer, a
pop icon in his own right (Hang On,
Sloopyl).
I called his attention as well to the more
generally- and locally-known legendaries,
Orville and Wilbur, after whom, I assumed,
both Wright State University and, WrightPatterson Air Force Base had been named,
and whose ambience, doubtless, had
supplied the "raison d'etre" for Dayton's
most impressive and ineffably American
institution: "The Museum of Flight" (P-38!
Flying Wing! Apollo Capsule!). I once visited
this museum on a magazine assignment in
the company of the equally impressive and
ineffably American evangelist Garner Ted
Armstrong (The World Tomorrow!), who had
come to Dayton (with me in tow) to match
ideological wits with the just as equally
impressive and ineffably American talk-show
host, Phil Donahue (The Phil Donahue
Show!}. Donahue, at that time, was fluttering
housewife hearts in syndication out of a
local store-front studio.
Rich veins, I thought, of etched-Ohio lore,
but they would remain untapped. The
psycho-drama of Hank Williams—another
itinerant artist juggling (somewhat less
successfully than Allen) the demands of
friends, fans, and family—dames, dreams
and demons—became the subject of Allen's
collaged and contrapuntal mystery play
OHIO.

III.
On The Nature of the Artist's
Product
From "The Juarez Artifacts," by Dave
Hickey, 1975*
*Terry Allen: Juarez Series, Houston
Museum of Contemporary Art (Houston,
Texas, 1975)
However important its story might seem, the
work is not a novel, or a drama, or even a
fictive history; it is a collection of fictive
artifacts, (sculptural, graphic, linguistic, and
musical) and needs to be approached as an
archeologist might approach any collection
of artifacts, with an eye to sorting the
mystery of the actual events from the welter
of data and resonant cultural meanings
which accrue around anything man-made.
We must somehow interpret the
documentary evidence and the fragmentary
testimony of the characters in the light of
the geographical, sociological, sexual,
mystical, and historical schemata we are
given and, in effect, create the fact
backwards. . . . All of these artifacts, in fact,
merely generate a cocoon of fact and
meaning which isolates what, for all of us, is
an essentially unknowable event.

IV.
On Parameters and Tactics
From "A Few People Dead," by Dave
Hickey, 1983**
** Rooms and Stories: Recent Work by Terry
Allen. La Jolla Museum of Contemporary
Art (La Jolla, California, 1983)
Terry Allen works in a context which allows
the free substitution of elements from genre
to genre, from idiom to idiom to
accommodate the subject; the nature of
fictive reality is adjustable with relation to
"real life" along several model scales, from
"larger-than-life" to "smaller then life"—from
identical with life to "other" than life, etc.

Questions of cause and effect, possibility
and probability are adjustable to taste. The
indeterminacy of perception and the
unreliability of mediation are acknowledged.
The relativity of time and space is assumed
and their interchangeability allowed. So the
artist, if he wishes to preclude the elements
of "story," "history," and "causation" from
his artistic universe, can substitute "space"
for "time" and transform his "story" into a
"room," or, in order to structure temporal
duration without story logic, substitute
musical organization for narrative
organization. To delimit or specialize the
function of language in a piece, he can
deploy an alternative graphic, plastic, tonal
or temporal information system wherever he
feels language could or should not go.

V.
A Crude Map of "OHIO''
Although they tell us little about what
"OHIO" is, hopefully, the preceding notes
(taken from essays of mine on Allen's
earlier work) convey at least some idea
about what it is not, and, as such, can
provide a backdrop of sorts for an attempt
at describing it. In the simplest terms I can
come up with, "OHIO" is a cumulative, fourstate intermedia artistic occasion,
intrinsically "complete" in each successive
"state," and virtually self-contained in its
final state:
Primarily, and most primitively, the piece
functions as an enclosed sculptural
environment. In its second state, with the
addition of a looped musical score, it
functions as a sculptural and aural
environment. In its third state, the piece
becomes a sculptural and aural
environment, serving as the mise en
scene for an audio drama.

Then finally, the piece exists as a sculptural
and aural environment serving as the mise
en scene for an audio drama interpreted
and characterized by living actors in a non
scheduled, non-prescribed theatrical
performance. And through all of these
permutations the relationship between the
nested "states" is such that each
successive emendation, rather than
"extending" or "continuing" its previous
embodiment, serves to complicate,
reinforce, intensify, and specify its
predecessor, adding nothing new,
subtracting nothing old. At each stage,
what is already there is more richly and
articulately embodied and an essential
integrity of purpose and content is
maintained throughout.

VI.
States of the Art
As I have implied earlier, "OHIO," in its final
state, seems to me to be the most
absolutely sui generis and ideosyncratically
"Terry Allen" of all his work. Yet, strangely,
the easiest way to demonstrate its ultimate
singularity is to point out some of the
cultural analogies and antecedants of its
first three states.
First, as an environmental sculpture, the
work approximates the Wild West equivalent
of a Japanese rock garden. Like his oriental
counterpart, by the formal and anecdotal
juxtaposition of surfaces, objects, artifacts,
and icons within, Allen has created a
contemplative shrine, imposing a moral and
cosmological order upon the secular space
and location in which he is working.
Walling off the lower gallery space by
dropping walls from the edges of the
mezzanine balcony above, Allen transforms
the atrium space into a two-level universe.
An "upper" level, accessible to the viewer,
has walls emblazoned with cultural artifacts
and texts which provide a catalog of those

aspects of Hank Williams that have survived
him (the titles of all Williams' songs, a
painting of his Cadillac, his profile). From
this "cultural" overlook, or "heaven," the
viewer can turn his back on this catalog of
achievement and look down into a dirtfloored, black-walled pit "dug" into what was
once the lower gallery. This now functions
(from the vantage point of the upper gallery)
as a de-facto hell, an iconographic
dreamscape of the ephemeral, poisonous,
real-life cauldron where Williams' enduring
music and legend was forged at great price
from doubt, loss, violence, and inarticulate
confusion.
One apparently enters this "underworld,"
(which is inaccessible to the viewer) by
stepping through a door from nowhere and
descending a steep flight of steps to the dirt
floor into which a house is sinking and an
endless highway (on a television monitor
facing skyward before a carseat) unreels
itself perpetually, running straight down into
the earth. The bounded juxtaposition of
such concrete universals as "The Door,"
"The Staircase," "The Backseat," "The
Sinking House" and "The Buried Highway,"
even in the absence of character and
action, creates a complex dramatic situation.
So, even at this primary level, it is painfully
clear that we are elevated witnesses to
some primeval conflict laid out below us in a
"theatre in the ground."
The addition of the tape loop of Williams
music, of course, provides us with further
evidence of his enduring achievement by
embodying the song titles listed on the wall
of the "heaven" in which we stand, but it
also informs the pit of "real life" into which
we peer with a brutally explicit emotional
ambiance. In this state, the work functions
as a combination shrine, museum, and
monument which resembles nothing so
much as a metaphysical equivalent of the
audio-visual format employed at the Pro
Football Hall of Fame right down the
highway in, of all places, Canton, Ohio.

In its third state, as the audio drama
(broadcast from speakers in the pit) plays
itself out against the background of
Williams' music, the piece takes on the
ambience of a medieval son y lumiere' of
the sort mounted for tourists in historical
locales like the Tower of London or among
the ruins of the Roman Forum.
The drama itself consists of descriptions,
asides, and stage directions read by a
NARRATOR, interspersed with dialogue and
songs spoken and sung by four actors
portraying "HANK," his first wife,
"AUDREY," and two more ambiguous
characters: a man called "CARR," (the
name of Williams' terminal chauffeur) and a
woman called "OHIO," (the name of his
final destination). As the drama is played
out, the interplay of the characters clarifies
and articulates the interplay of relationships
between the iconic objects, as well as the
rhetoric of the space itself, which
reciprocally redefines the characters. In the
process, the entire endeavor gradually
acquires an almost palpable density of
meaning, identity, and urgency. The
characters, songs, objects, and images
intertwine and on occasion become, if not
identical, at least interchangeable across
the boundaries between sight, sound,
and symbol:
HANK with his guitar on the backseat of the
Cadillac of life, being driven to his death, is,
at once, damned soul, dried-up drifter, folk
poet, passive manipulator, tortured husband
performer, emprasario, drunk, druggy,
autocrat, penultimate dead man, and
potential hillbilly angel.
AUDREY mistress of the sinking house, at
once wife, fury, competitor, antagonist,
realist, albatross and dreaming autocrat in
her own right.
OHIO is the American dream corrupted, the
nightmare dream girl, the image of Williams'
teeny-bopper second wife, the artist's
transcendent goal and man's ultimate end:

the earth itself which always reclaims it's
own; the America, which like Joyce's Ireland
devours her own children.
CARR is the chauffeur, the car itself, that
drives HANK onward toward death and
immortality, the demon that drives him crazy
and away from those he loves—at once his
circumstance, his gift, his madness, and
his ambition.
In its final state, all of these generalities are
specified by the performances of individual
actors whose actions and spoken lines exist
semi-simultaneously with the audio version
of the drama, and as such serve as a
contrapuntal commentary on its text rather
than as a replacement for it.

VII.
It/You Had to Be There
It is this radical and accumulating specificity,
this calculated ephemerality, that, in my
view, makes "OHIO" something special and
altogether admirable. For, in the final
analysis, Allen has not only executed the
piece in Ohio, he has, in a very real and
absolute sense given to Ohio and to those
moments in Ohio when it existed. And in
this gesture of uncompromised autonomy
and generosity, he has made his piece into
something altogether different from the sort
of pre-packaged roadshow, art occasion,
career vehicle, and celebrity turn that
usually passes for site-specific performance
art in such circumstances. These travesties
usually involve the spectacle of local faculty
members trading off institutional funds and
facilities for celebrity contact, career tips,
and party opportunities with an
"internationally known" artist who has been
brought to town and provided with an
opportunity to test out his next New York
career move with university money and
student labor.

The idea behind Allen's anomalous
procedure in "OHIO" would seem to be to
tie the "piece" down, to specify it in time
and space, history and geography,
biography and itinerary—to bind it
ineluctably to the occasion of its creation,
like Gulliver ensnared by the Lilliputians, by
creating a dramatic universe of site-specific
iconography, and casting over it a net of
interlocking significance, a webbing of
resonant, morally simultaneous events with
overlapping strands of manner and
meaning, to make a piece stay put: a one
of-a-kind, one-place, one-time event, rooted
in the complexity of the moment, hoping to
invest the experience with a singular
integrity by dispensing with mobility,
posterity, and career utility. In doing so,
Allen makes an elegant compromise by
which a university devoted to living and
learning can co-exist momentarily with an
art concerned with death and magic.

Terry Allen is the epitome of the twentiethcentury Renaissance man. He understands
and uses art, music, theatre,
telecommunications, and literature as no
other contemporary artist does. Many of
today's artists strive to be called
'interdisciplinary,' but, for Terry, it is a
natural form of communication.
Much has been written about Terry
incorporating the experiences of his colorful
past into his art, and this remains true in
"OHIO" where traces of his 1950s Texas
boyhood remain evident. As the son of a
professional ("crazy") piano-playing mother
and a father who was a promoter of
everyone from Georgeous Georges, the
wrestler, to B. B. King and Hank Williams
for his Fair Park Coliseum, Terry was able
to draw upon his rich and complex
understanding of life to make "OHIO" an
interdisciplinary, multi-media success.
Terry's spontaneous method of working
brought energy to this piece, not only in its
final form, but during the creative process. A
planned fifteen-foot, free-standing wall
turned into an eighty-foot enclosed room,
complete with a door and window two
weeks before the scheduled opening, and a
phone call added professional actors only
days before Terry's arrival. From the
moment that he arrived, Terry's seemingly
endless strength and his vision for "OHIO"
united everyone into a clearly focused mass
of activity dedicated to the completion of his
ambitious and enormous project.
Terry stated that he has created multi-media
installations before and had also written
plays as theatre pieces before, but "OHIO"
was the first time that he combined the two
into a site-specific work. And, because
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change and metamorphosis play an
important role in all of his work, Terry
structured "OHIO" in such a way so that it
would grow throughout its duration, and
appear different to its viewers depending on
when they visited the Galleries. Terry's
hour-long audio tape ran continuously and
contained recordings of Hank Williams'
songs and also the entire recording of his
script. The viewer could therefore
experience "OHIO" in a number of varied
possibilities: solely with music, solely with
the audio script, or with unscheduled
performances by one to four actors playing
off the script. The actors were instructed to
build and create their own definitions of their
roles, and to take full advantage of the
elements of the installation. As Terry had
hoped, the final result (performance) was
very different from its initial conception.
I feel that "OHIO" was an incredibly good
piece, and an excellent example of what a
university art gallery can accomplish when it
draws upon the many resources that its
university has to offer. I would like to thank
the WSU Telecommunications department,
the Department of Theatre Arts, the
Department of Art and Art History, and the
Department of Communications and Design,
as well as the Dayton area artists who
volunteered their time and skills, and,
individually, Dave Hickey, Stuart Delk, Ann
Laderman, and Kathie Peoples, my
assistant and right hand.
Most of all, I want to thank Terry Allen for
giving the gift of "OHIO" to the University
Art Galleries. It may be a cliche, but he did
give more than one hundred percent of
himself to us and the project.
Barry A. Rosenberg
Director

